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INTRODUCTION 

 

The topic of my thesis is the Development of language means in 

advertising in the US (in selected target groups). The approach of this thesis can 

be described by a quotation from a book called English in Advertising: A Linguistic 

Study of Advertising in Great Britain: 

“One way to approach the study of advertising language is to think of the 

advertising copywriter as having at his disposal a huge repertoire of linguistic 

choices, namely ‘the English language’. What choices he makes and how 

frequently he makes them, is the subject for study.”1 

The history of large-scale consumer advertising dates back to the second 

half of the nineteenth century. The period of the beginning of modern advertising 

is also connected with an innovation and experiment in linguistic techniques.2 

Leech (1966) points out, that one of the biggest changes in advertising was the 

evolution of a public-colloquial style, which can be attributed to the enormous size 

of the audience in general. However he thinks that the character of modern 

advertising had emerged by the 1920s and no important changes in language 

have taken place since then.3 As we are forty years ahead of Geoffrey N. Leech, 

we may be able to find some new experiments in language in this thesis. 

Advertising is a prominent discourse type in basically all contemporary 

societies.4 Many people think, that the most important feature of the 

advertisement is its function, because advertisements are according to them 

designed to persuade people to buy a particular product. Cook (1992) however 

argues that this is not the only function. He says that advertisements can also 

amuse, inform, misinform, worry or warn.5 Advertisements also have specific 

language, which can be described by several features. Most typical are short 

sentences, coordination rather than subordination, everyday vocabulary, present 

                                                 

1
 Geoffrey N. Leech, English in Advertising: A Linguistic Study of Advertising in Great Britain (London, 

UK: Longmans, 1966), 3-4. 

2
 Leech, English in Advertising, 165. 

3
 Leech, English in Advertising, 165-166. 

4
 Guy Cook, The Discourse of Advertising (London, UK: Routledge, 1992), 5. 

5
 Cook, The Discourse of Advertising, 5. 
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tense and usually few verbs, the most frequent ones in the English language (be, 

make, get, take, have, need, use and so on).6 

This thesis will focus on American advertising only and its development 

from the 1920s till today. In chapter one I would like to start with a brief history of 

advertising and its most important stages. Then we can proceed with the 

introduction of the language of advertisements in the United States and its most 

common features. Also I am going support my theoretic research by performing a 

linguistic analysis on samples of advertising scanned from The Ladies  Home 

Journal acquired at the University of Florida Library. I narrowed my research by 

choosing a target group which is house wives and I also decided to track only 

advertisements of certain products to see the changes in the language more 

clearly. My products are cars and cosmetics, mostly Colgate&Palmolive Co. 

products. As the advertisements are dealing with the same product through the 

period of some eighty years we can observe the language and its features as 

stated above used in different stages of development. And finally I would like to 

compare the results with the theory and see if I can find some new trend which 

maybe Knittlová or Leech couldn’t see in their previous studies. 

 

                                                 

6
 Dagmar Knittlová, K teorii I praxi překladu (Olomouc: Univerzita Palackého,  2000), 175-176.  
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1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE LANGUAGE OF ADVERTISING 

 

Greg Meyers divides the history of advertising into three stages: 

1. the 1890s and the period before World War I 

2. the 1920s and the period between the wars 

3. the period from the 1960s to the present.7 

 

1. Even though our research starts with the second period, we will have a look at 

the first one too to understand why the advertising emerged. It is because the 

nineteenth century and its developing factory system allowed the producers to 

make more things than people needed. Branding helped the consumers to 

recognize the products and choose for reasons other than price.8  The linguistics 

strategies of that period according to Meyers are: 

• having a catchy rhyme or slogan 

• choosing a product name with favorable associations 

• using repeated claims leading to elaborate parallelism 

• using vague comparatives 

• drawing on scientific and technical discourse.9 

 

2. Many companies dealt with already known products. Now they wanted to 

distinguish their products more from the others. They started selling not things but 

dreams. Instead of buying a new car, you were buying a more comfortable life, 

instead of buying a new soap, you were buying a smoother skin. So the features 

now shifted to: 

• embedded narratives and mock conversations 

• images depending on substitution of one referent for another 

• using new media (e.g. comics).10 

                                                 

7
 Greg Meyers, Words in Ads (London, UK: Edward Arnold, 1994), 19.  

8
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 20-21. 

9
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 22. 

10
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 24. 
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3. Meyers sums up this period with a very concise sentence: “As ads of the 1920s 

tried to deal with saturation of the market, ads of the 1960s tried to deal with the 

saturation of the consumers.”11 The advertisers had to appeal to other aspects of 

the consumers qualities than their intellect, and this could be for example sense of 

humor or senses in common. So the features Meyers now suggests are: 

• Puns and play with sounds 

• parodies and ironies 

• dominance of the image over the text 

• all other discourses incorporated into advertising.12 

 

So with the basic division of the development of the language of advertising 

we are also provided with some linguistic features which we can build on and we 

will pay further attention to them in the next chapter. 

 

                                                 

11
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 26. 

12
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 26-27. 
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2 THE LANGUAGE OF ADVETRISEMENTS 

 

As we stated at the introduction chapter advertisements use specific 

language, which can be described by several features. Leech talks about typical 

clauses, verbal groups, nominal groups, words and compounds, cohesion and 

typical vocabulary.13 Torben Vestergaard and Kim Schrøder in their book called 

The Language of Advertising also talk about cohesion and coherence, then 

information structure, content and participant roles.14 Meyers also divides his book 

into chapters according to the common features of advertising language. He talks 

about sentence types and sentence structure; puns, associations and meanings; 

pronouns and address; languages and varieties as signs; conversations and 

everyday life; metaphor; words and pictures and so on. I would like to choose 

several features from all these mentioned which I am interested in and which can 

be found in my samples and talk about them more in detail.  

 

 

2.1 Cohesion and Coherence 

 

Cohesion is a “formal linkage between sentences”15. Leech describes the 

study of cohesion as “the study of elements by which the individual logical parts of 

a message are joined together in coherent discourse”16. According to Tárnyiková 

we can divide the cohesive elements (called ties in her book From Text to 

Texture) into five classes which are: 

• conjunction 

• reference 

• substitution 

                                                 

13
 Leech, English in Advertising, 107 – 108.  

14
 Torben Vestergaard, Kim Schrøder, The Language of Advertising (Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1985), 18 – 

32. 

15
 Vestergaard, Schrøder, The Language of Advertising, 19.  

16
 Leech, English in Advertising,142. 
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• ellipsis 

• lexical cohesion.17 

 

( 1) How will sensitive skin react to this antibacterial soap? It won´t.  

Introducing Sensitive Skin Dial. 

Hypoallergenic, no heavy dyes or perfumes. 

And still the most trusted antibacterial protection of all.  

Dial clean. 

Doesn’t that feel better? 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, November 1999) 

 

If we take the headline of the advertisement here in bold we can see an 

example of reference listed above. There is an endophoric cataphoric reference, 

meaning that in order to identify the it from the beginning of the sentence we have 

to go to the previous one to find out that we talk about the antibacterial soap. 

There is also an endophoric anaphoric reference represented with this in the first 

sentence, which is referred to in the first line of the body of the advertisement 

explaining that this antibacterial soap is called Sensitive Skin Dial. Ellipsis is 

employed as another means of cohesion in this example. The second sentence is 

not complete. We would not know what the sentence means without reading the 

first one. Because we can recover from the first sentence that it won’t means the 

skin won’t react, it is not necessary to repeat the information again. We can find 

more ellipses in the text which demonstrate the principle of language economy. In 

the body of the advertisement the sentences are skimmed only to elements which 

the creators of the advertisement wanted to point out, such as the soap’s 

qualities. It is hypoallergenic and it doesn’t contain any heavy dyes or perfumes. 

And it is the most trusted antibacterial of all. You can be Dial clean and you will 

feel better. We call this type of ellipsis a selective incompleteness, which means, 

that within the same level of generality only some fact are selected for 

description18. 

 

                                                 

17
 Jarmila Tárnyiková, From Text to Texture (Olomouc: Univerzita Palackého, 2002), 30. 

18
 Tárnyiková, From Text to Texture, 51.  
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Coherence, on the other hand, is not “visible” in the text, it is something we 

can recover due to our general knowledge. Tárniyková describes coherence as a 

“feature on an underlying structure of the text and is usually characterized by the 

underlying logical/semantic connectedness of the text units, based on such 

concepts and relationships as cause-and-effect, sequencing of events into 

identical temporal frames, logical deduction, entailment, prediction etc.”19 She also 

points out that “a text need not always be cohesive but must be coherent”20. 

Vestergaard&Schrøder tell us that “we may assume a shared knowledge between 

speaker and listener which enables them to establish a succession of links 

between the two constituent sentences.”21 Again, let’s have a look at some 

example. 

 

( 2)  It´s not only the yardstick.  

 It´s the ruler. 

It’s the most innovative, most imitated, most trusted, best selling minivan ever.  

 Dodge Caravan. 

 Different. 

 (Ladies’ Home Journal, December 1999) 

 

Due to our shared knowledge we know what the yardstick is used only in 

countries which use so called Imperial system, and these are mainly English 

speaking countries such as United Kingdom, Republic of Ireland, Canada, United 

States and Australia. On the other hand, ruler is used in countries with metric 

system, which is the rest of the whole world. Also ruler can serve for more 

purposes than just for measuring. To rule means to draw a straight line, rulers are 

also used in geometry to bisect an angle into two equal parts and so on. Even 

without knowing the latter you would at least know that yardstick is not so 

common means on measuring as ruler nowadays (Who of us used a yardstick at 

school and who of us used a ruler?). So we can deduce the relationship of these 

two sentences, that ruler is more than a yardstick, so Dodge Caravan is better 

                                                 

19
 Tárnyiková, From Text to Texture, 55.  

20
 see above 

21
 Vestergaard, Schrøder, The Language of Advertising, 19.  
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than other cars. plus there is a second meaning of the word ruler, that is one, who 

rules the market. We will get back to this advertisement later.  

 

 

2.2 Sentence types 

The most common used sentence types in advertising are commands, 

questions and exclamations. All of these types create personal effect, a sense of 

one person talking to another.22  

 

( 3)  “Colgate’s? – Why certainly! Nothing can clean them better. And when there’s 

anything wrong with you teeth young Lady – you march right down my office.” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, October 1932)  

 

 

2.2.1 Commands 

How is it possible that the advertisers can afford to command their 

customers what to do? Leech explains that “We are used to receiving exhortations 

and directives in the imperative mood from all manner of public sources: road 

signs; public transport notices, instructions from Government departments. In this 

respect, we are more conditioned to bare imperatives than citizens of some other 

countries – for example France.”23 In other words, Leech suggests that 

imperatives are used quite often in the public language. Later in his book Leech 

discusses the situations in which the advertisers use imperatives, and these are: 

• Acquisition of the product 

• Consumption or use of the product 

• Appeals for notice.24 

 

Let us have a look at some examples from our samples: 

                                                 

22
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 47. 

23
 Leech, English in Advertising,80. 

24
 Leech, English in Advertising, 110-111.  
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( 4)  “Use Colgate’s – It removes causes of tooth decay.” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, May 1925) 

 

( 5) “Keep that schoolgirl complexion.” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, February 1929) 

 

( 6) “Get good-tasting, anti-cavity Colgate.” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, December 1966) 

 

( 7) “Go out and hug a road you like.” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, August 1978) 

 

2.2.2 Questions 

Questions are the second most frequent clauses after commands. Leech 

compares them with commands: “Interrogatives resemble imperatives in being 

stimuli which normally require an active response from the addressee.”25 In our 

samples questions are frequent as headlines, they either require a mental yes/no 

answer, or they explore hearer’s knowledge about the subject and later in the text 

they offer explanation, or solution to the problem. 

 

( 8) “Do you think anyone considers a woman’s shorter reach when designing 

GM instrument panels?”  

“Fisher Body Does.” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, April 1969) 

 

( 9) “If Colgate is just a kid’s cavity fighter, how come Billie Jean King won’t 

brush with anything else?” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, May 1975) 

 

 

                                                 

25
 Leech, English in Advertising, 111 
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( 10) “How does your mouth feel after brushing with Colgate, “Dr.J.”?” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, January 1977) 

 

 

2.2.3  Exclamations 

The main difference between a command and an exclamation is that a 

command is hearer-oriented, whereas an exclamation is speaker-oriented.26 Both 

commands and exclamations are reducible to formulaic utterances27 which can be 

very useful in the language of advertising, first in order to save space, second in 

order to highlight exactly the words the creators of ads need to bring attention. 

 

( 11)  Improved! Fortified! 

 Yes, the Flavor is Fresher than ever. – It’s New. Improved. Fortified. 

 (Colgate, Ladies’ Home Journal, June 1967) 

 

( 12) New Palmolive Soap Gives New Life to Your Complexion!” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, February 1958) 

 

 

( 13) “Only a Dentist can give her a better fluoride treatment!” 

(Colgate, Ladies’ Home Journal, October 1973) 

 

 

2.3 Deviation and Parallelism 

Tárniyková describes deviation as “a noticeable difference from what is 

expected, especially from accepted standards of behaviour.”28 Deviation can 

appear at various levels of language representation, i.e. phonic, morphological, or 

syntactic.  

                                                 

26
 Randolph Quirk at al. A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language (New York, USA: Longman, 

1985),  88. 

27
 see above 

28
 Tárnyiková, From Text to Texture, 116.  
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Cook works mainly with parallelism as a means of deviation. He points out 

that parallelism entails four further characteristics: deviation form normal usage, 

foregrounding, compression of meaning, and representation.29 “Parallelism and 

deviation cause the foregrounding of linguistic units, ‘throwing them into relief’ 

against either the background of the norms of the language of the whole or those 

established internally by the parallelism within the text.30 Cooks goes on 

explaining that parallelism may be graphological, phonological, grammatical, 

semantic and discoursal.31 An example of graphological parallelism can be the 

advertisement for Colgate’s toothpaste below, because we can see that the words 

which the creator of the ad wanted to stand out are capitalized and they are in a 

conjunctal relationship: 

 

( 14) “No Other Leading Toothpaste CLEANS, CLEANS, CLEANS your breath 

while it GUARDS, GUARDS, GUARDS your teeth Like Colgate Dental 

Cream!” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, October 1956) 

 

Another Colgate advertisement uses grammatical parallelism together with 

the graphological one. You can follow four parallel structures, all in present tense 

with the noun phrase COLGATE´S as a subject of the sentences: 

 

( 15)  “COLGATE´S toothpaste has healthfully and completely cleansed more 

people’s teeth than any other toothpaste the world has even known. 

COLGATE´S has been more universally recommended by dentists through 

the years than any other dentifrice ever made.  

COLGATE´S now – climaxing 30 years of leadership – has been accepted 

by the American Dental Association, Council on Dental Therapeutics. The 

seal signifies that the composition of the product has been submitted to the 

Council and that the claims have been found accept- able to the Council. 

                                                 

29
 Cook, The Discourse of Advertising, 131. 

30
 Cook, The Discourse of Advertising, 132. 

31
 Cook, The Discourse of Advertising, 134. 
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COLGATE´S sells for 25 cents because more people use it than any other 

make. The price is important – but the quality, not the price, has held 

Colgate leadership for 30 years.” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, June 1931) 

 

Tárniyková works with deviation through ramification. She describes 

ramification as “one of the processes contributing to the extension of utterance 

structure and characterized as the interruption of a communicative line (usually 

the main one) by one or more (usually secondary) communicative lines which can 

have the character of additive attitudes (modal, evaluative, emotional), informal 

asides, afterthoughts, explanations, exemplification, etc. and which find their 

structural manifestation in phrases, semi-clauses, and sequences of clauses.”32 In 

our samples the most common interruption of the main communicative line is 

created by using of punctuation, that is either dashes or suspension points.  

 

( 16)  Follow this beauty treatment. Use this soap…twice a day…as experts 

advise. 

 (Palmolive, Ladies’ Home Journal, October 1932) 

 

( 17)  For this one purpose – to clean – Colgate’s was designed on a formula 

suggested by members of the dental profession.  

 (Ladies’ Home Journal, February 1929) 

 

 

2.4 Puns 

Pun means playing with words, mainly with their meanings, and more than 

one meaning of a word is very typical for English language. Meyers describes 

using puns in advertising: “First, they attract the attention of bored readers, 

saturated with ads. Since a pun is by its nature not considered serious, they 

disarm skepticism. And the pun can be used in image creation, with the second 

                                                 

32
 Tárnyiková, From Text to Texture, 124.  
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meaning, the one that the reader is meant to reject, lingering, or not, with the 

product.”33 Keiko Tanaka suggests that “humor, more specifically punning, is one 

way in which the advertiser attempts to improve social relations with his audience. 

If the addressee thinks that the advertiser is witty and amusing, it may go some 

way to overcoming her distrust of him.”34  

In our first chapter called A Brief history of the language of advertising we 

placed puns to the last period, starting with 1960s, so we could say that using 

puns is one of the signs of development of language means in advertising. 

Tanaka also points out that using puns in earlier stages of advertising was almost 

unacceptable, and she supports her statement by quoting an ex-advertiser called 

Hopkins, who in 1927 stated that: ‘Frivolity has no place in advertising. Nor has 

humor. Spending money is usually a serious business…People do not buy from 

clowns’35. 

As a good example of pun I especially like an advertisement for Pantene® 

Pro-V® from 1997: 

 

( 18)  Get back to your roots.  

With the first-ever root penetrating pro-vitamin formula.  Pantene® Pro-V® 

Shampoos and Treatment Conditioners penetrate root to tip, improving the whole 

length of your hair. For healthy shine all the way to the tips. 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, April 1997) 

 

The creators of this advertisement used the image of going back to your 

past, when everything used to be more natural, less stressful so we can imagine 

that our hair used to stronger and healthier. Getting back to your roots means 

starting from the beginning and giving your hair the new strength; and to do so 

you naturally have to start at the roots of it. 

                                                 

33
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 62. 

34
 Keiko Tanaka, Advertising Language: A pragmatic approach to advertisements in Britain and Japan, 

(London, UK: Routledge, 1994), 59. 

35
 see above. 
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Meyers also points out that the most common pun is the one where “the 

same string of letters refers both to the name of the product, and to a word with its 

own everyday meaning.”36 

 

( 19)  Only one soap gives your skin this exciting bouquet.  

Cashmere Bouquet Soap.  

(Ladies’ Home Journal, February 1945) 

 

In both of these types the addressee has to connect the text of the 

advertisement with the name or at least the type of the product, which can be a 

source of gaining the audience’s attention as we discussed at the beginning of the 

chapter. Tanaka suggests that: “The audience gains extra contextual effects 

based on the pleasure and satisfaction of having solved the pun.”37 

 

 

2.5 Adjectives 

 

Typical vocabulary is probably the most characteristic feature of the 

language of advertising. The most dominant word class is adjectives, which are 

supposed to express the qualities of the product in order to make it a desirable 

product for the potential buyer. Leech performs a study on the most common 

adjectives in direct address advertising and his results are these adjectives: 

1. new 

2. good/better/best 

3. free 

4. fresh 

5. delicious 

6. full 

7. sure 

8. clean 

                                                 

36
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 64. 

37
 Tanaka, Advertising Language, 82. 
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9. wonderful 

10. special.38 

 

  I went through all my samples and the result of my study were these ten 

adjectives: 

1. beautiful 

2. new 

3. healthy 

4. easy 

5. young 

6. good 

7. free 

8. fresh 

9. popular 

10.smart. 

 

We can see that I found four common adjectives with Leech’s study, 

and these are new, good, free, and fresh. It is obvious that the first place in 

my list is held by the adjective beautiful since I am analyzing a women’s 

magazine. The adjective beautiful is used not only in advertisements of 

beauty products but also of cars. 

 

( 20)  Doctors prove that 2 out of 3 Women now get More Beautiful Skin in 14 

days! 

(Palmolive, Ladies’ Home Journal, June 1943) 

 

( 21) Chrysler for 1941! More beautiful…and tailored to your taste! 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, November 1940) 

 

 

                                                 

38
 Leech, English in Advertising, 152. 
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2.6 Pronouns and address 

I would like to start this chapter with a scheme of Jacobson’s 

communication model, which reappeared in several linguistic studies I chose for 

my research. Charles Forceville points out that: “Obviously, [they] are of crucial 

importance, since an act of communication always originates somewhere and is 

directed somewhere. An assessment of the respective identities of communicator 

and addressee is moreover an assessment that cannot, in practice, be separated 

from other aspects of message, as the form a message takes is co-determined by 

who the communication partners are as well as by the nature of their 

relationship.”39  

 

 

 

 

(Jacobson’s communication model) 

 

The examples of section can seem a little similar with the ones from 

Chapter 2.2 Sentence Types, because commands and questions are also a great 

means of addressing people. In this chapter, we will have a look at the usage of 

pronouns and the main differences.  

Meyers starts his chapter on pronouns with a citation from his old copy-

writing textbook, which says: 

“Most valuable are names of people and personal pronouns that 

center upon people. All first and second-person pronouns are 

personal, but your copy should be made up predominantly of the 

latter. Usually the pronoun ‘you’ should occur with the greatest 

frequency.”  

(Merrill De Voe, Effective Advertising Copy, 1956).  

                                                 

39
 Charles Forceville. Pictoral Metaphor in Advertising, (London, UK: Routledge, 1996), 83. 
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From this statement but also from my own research I can draw a 

conclusion that the most common pronoun we can find in advertisements is you. 

Meyers points out that you suggests a one-to-one relationship, but it is very 

general, as it can refer to anyone reading the advertisement.40  

 

( 22)  “Wouldn’t you really rather have a Buick?” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, November 1968) 

 

This advertisement is talking to anybody who is reading it. Quirk points out 

that you includes the addressee(s), but excludes the speaker(s)/writer(s) of the 

message.41 The you can of course be more specified. Meyers suggests that there 

are two types of you, “either invoking a very general and empty you, into which 

the readers may slot themselves, or defining a very specific you in the text.”42 

(author’s ithalics) 

 

( 23) “Would your husband marry you again?” 

(Palmolive, Ladies’ Home Journal, June 1921) 

 

This is an advertisement specifically addressing married women, and 

commanding them to “Keep that schoolgirl complexion.” 

 

( 24) “Are you this woman?”  

“You can be the woman you yearn to be with a Plymouth all your own.” 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, January 1958) 

 

This advertisement addresses women who have children, women who 

work, and women who teach, as you can see from the pictures supplementing the 

text of the advertisement. 

                                                 

40
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 79. 

41
 Quirk at al. A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language, 339. 

42
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 80. 
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 Another pronoun which is fairly common in the advertisements is we. “We 

is tricky, because it can be used in both exclusive and inclusive senses, that is, 

either not including or including the person who is spoken to. In ads, one use 

produces a sense of solidarity with the customer, the other projects the image of 

the company as personal.”43 

 In my research I haven’t encountered many advertisements with the 

pronoun we in it. Most of the advertisements containing it were car advertisements 

an the pronoun we was standing for the company talking to the customer, but at 

the same time this company was addressing the customer so other pronouns 

appeared in the text as an opposition to we.  

Other pronouns that I encountered quite often besides the most common 

you is so called ‘Shared knowledge: he and she.’ This strategy is apparently very 

popular with Colgate&Palmolive Company which takes their products as 

something everybody should have at home. 

  

( 25)  She learned this Secret in Childhood Days. 

 While she was a tiny tot, Miss Marjorie Willis found the dentifrice that 

cleanses her teeth into sparkling radiance.  

 (Colgate, Ladies’ Home Journal, September 1928) 

 

( 26) - What a smart habit Lucy has! 

 - Yes, but she’s smarter than that in her dental habit – Just look at her 

teeth. 

 (Colgate, Ladies’ Home Journal, May 1933) 

 

( 27)  Mrs. Ruth D. Maurer of New York distinguished exponent of beauty culture 

tells you how to keep that schoolgirl complexion.  

 (Palmolive, Ladies’ Home Journal, December 1930) 
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( 28)  If Colgate is just a kid’s cavity fighter, how come Billie Jean King won’t 

brush with anything else? 

   (Ladies’ Home Journal, May 1975) 

 

 Meyers points out that: “He and she typically refer to someone known to 

the reader, either through the ad, as with the person in the picture, or known 

because taken for granted as part of the reader’s life.”44 In our examples we can 

see both of these types, Lucy form the advertisement on Colgate from 1933 is just 

a common girl, but Miss Marjorie Willis, Mrs. Ruth D. Maurer and Billie Jean King 

are celebrities, women well known to everybody at that time. And no doubt every 

woman wanted to be like them. 

 These were the six common features of the language of advertising which I 

decided to look into in my advertising samples. There is one other feature 

discussed quite widely lately and that is the relationship of the text and the image. 

I decided to devote the whole chapter to it because it is quite interesting problems 

viewed by many linguists in different ways. 
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3 THE DEVELOPMENT FROM VERBAL TO VISUAL MESSAGE 

As Vestergaard and Schrøder point out, language is our most important 

vehicle of communication.45 Still a great deal of our communication consists of 

non-verbal means of speech. While talking, for example, we use a lot of gestures. 

Sometimes an expression of your face can distinguish between the connotations 

of the words, whether your speech is serious or ironic. In nowadays advertising 

language we can see a great shift from communicating by text to communicating 

by images. We can have a look at two advertisements divided by forty-four years: 

 

 

 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, February 

1929) 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, October 

1973) 

 

Why did this change happen? As we pointed out in Chapter 1, as the 

consumers started to be saturated with all the products possible to buy, the 

advertisers had to appeal to other aspects of the consumers qualities than their 
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intellect, and they chose senses. Visual stimulation can appeal greatly on our 

decision-making process. Vestergaard and Schrøder also suggest, that even 

though the image can sometimes lack precision and clarity, it can gain in richness 

of information, in other words, image has the advantage of being able to 

communicate more things at the same time.46 But this shift of the means of 

advertising communication happened over several decades so I would like to 

divide have a look at it more closely. Scott McCloud in his book Understanding 

Comics discusses the possible ways of combining pictures and text. He says that 

pictures can either illustrate a text which is largely complete on its own, or that 

words can provide a soundtrack to a sequence composed visually. Words and 

pictures can also replicate one another. Or words can function as elements in a 

picture. Words and pictures can operate on separate, parallel tracks, each 

conveying an independent message. And finally, words and pictures can work 

together to convey an idea that either could convey alone.47 In my research I 

simplified the possibilities of the combination of the picture and the text into three 

stages.  

 

 

3.1 Verbal communication 

The means of verbal communication is text. Tárniyková offers several 

definitions of text, which can be: 

- “a structured sequence forming a unitary whole, 

- a result of the multidimensional process of a semantic choice, 

- a stretch of spoken or written language with a definable 

communicative function, 

- a stretch of language which seems appropriately coherent in 

actual size”48, etc. 

 

Vestergaard and Schrøder give us the features of text: 
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- “The text exists in a particular communication situation. 

- The text is a structured unit – it has texture. 

- The text communicates meaning.”49 

 

The communication situation takes place in so called context, which is very 

important for the correct interpretation. “It is one of the basic properties of 

continuous prose that adjacency gives rise to inferred meaning.”50 Forceville 

suggests that looking for context we should start with their placement in particular 

magazines or newspapers. “Printed ads, after all, have been deliberately placed in 

carefully selected papers or magazines, and one is, for instance, more likely to 

come across an ad for motorbikes in a periodical devoted to motorbikes than in a 

women’s magazine.”51 And I have to say, that as a matter of fact, I haven’t 

encountered a single advertisement for a motorbike in my research of Ladies’ 

Home Journal. But what is more important is our anthropological and cultural 

knowledge. The very important part of the cultural knowledge is so called script. 

Tárniyková defines script as “stabilized (stereotyped, routinized) plans specifying 

roles of participant and their expected actions”52. Forceville states: “A script is 

defined as a ‘coherent sequence of events expected by the individual, involving 

him either as a participant or as an observer’.”53  

As an example of the importance of context Tárniyková uses 

decomposition of text into random sequence of isolated utterances, which, she 

states, we are able to put back together using our pragmatic knowledge of texts54. 

We can also try this exercise on a Palmolive advertisement using narration as 

means of persuading potential buyers. 

 

1. Well, worry no more. 

2. Keeps your hands smooth and moisturized.  

3. Do they get scratched or worse, bleed? 
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4. It does not only clean your hands, but also moisturizes them. 

5. Palmolive Naturals bar soap.  

6. Does your hands cause pain to others when you touch them? 

7. Now, there is Palmolive Naturals bar soap. 

 

There are several features that can help us with putting these segments 

into the correct order. First, when we see a pronoun such as it or they, we know, 

that there should be a preceding sentence with subject, that allows the cataphoric 

reference (see example 1, chapter 2). Also when we see a question, we know that 

an answer usually follows. When we for example take sentence number 1 we can 

infer, that the following sentence either has to contain the word because or it at 

least has to give us some reason not to worry no more, so sentence number 7 is 

the only possible option. Let us have a look at the correct order. 

 

  (Source: internet) 

 

Another feature of the text as we stated above is structure, or texture. This 

structure is shaped by cohesion and coherence which we talked about in chapter 

2.1. 

The most important feature of the text in advertising is the meaning of it, in 

other words, what message does it carry. Leech discusses several elementary 

semantic strategies which contribute to the selling effectiveness of an 

advertisement, and these are: “the expression of certainty rather than doubt; of 

positive rather than negative ideas; of commendatory rather than pejorative 
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attributes.”55 Leech also uses a term called “Particularity of Reference”, which he 

describes as “a semantic property of proper names, and also of a number of 

grammatical items such as personal pronouns, demonstratives, the definite article, 

and the adverbs here, there, now and then.”56 We already talked about the role of 

personal pronouns in chapter 2.6. In the following example we can see the usage 

of a demonstrative. 

 

( 29)  If we built a car for women only . . . it couldn’t be easier to drive than this 

one.  

(Ladies’ Home Journal, August 1963) 

 

( 30) She learned this secret in Childhood Days. 

(Colgate, Ladies’ Home Journal, September 1928) 

 

Using the demonstrative this in both of these advertisements give us a hint 

that this product is the unique one.  The same principle is applied to using the 

definite article, telling the customer that this is the product they want. 

 

( 31)  Get the Big Luxurious Bath Size! 

(Palmolive, Ladies’ Home Journal, August 1950) 

 

( 32) The New Chevrolet. 

More of the things you want in a wagon. 

(Ladies’ Home Journal, May 1977) 

 

 

3.2 Metaphor as a step between text and image 

The reason why I would like to refer to metaphor as to a middle step 

between the text and the image is what Vestergaard and Schrøder point out in 

their book The Language of Advertising, that is metaphor can be defined by 
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reference to the iconic relation: “a word is replaced by another word which 

resembles it in meaning”57. In our outline of the history of the language of 

advertising we also stated that one of the features of the middle period is “images 

depending on substitution of one referent for another”. Charles Forceville in his 

book devoted entirely to metaphors point out that “(M)etaphors´ deviation from 

conventional usage makes them attractive means to draw consumers´ 

attention.”58  

 

( 33) Relieves clogged passages and eliminates stuffiness and irritation.  

Introducing the all-new Chevy venture. Its Dual Sliding Doors open wider 

than any other minivan’s. So breathe easy. Now your family can get in and out 

quicker than ever.   

(Ladies’ Home Journal, May 1996) 

 

The creators of this advertisement used a language of medicine to refer to 

new, apparently very spacious car. If you didn’t see the picture or didn’t read the 

rest of the advertisement, you certainly would not connect the slogan with a car. 

The image created in this case is the easiness of getting out of the car. Tanaka 

explains that: “By producing a metaphorical utterance, the advertiser invites his 

audience to process the utterance. In so doing, the audience is made to see 

resemblances between the promoted product or service and the object or property 

featured in the metaphor.”59  

 Even though I am deviating from my chosen products now, I would like to 

use a series of Dove advertisements as nice examples of metaphors.  

 

( 34)  Dermatologist have put something unusually strong in this skin cleanser. 

 Their trust. 

(Dove, Ladies’ Home Journal, May 1994) 
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( 35)  Life builds character. Dove softens it.  

(Ladies’ Home Journal, December 1999) 

 

( 36) Nutrition bar. 

 Ingredients: Vitamin E Lotion, Gentle cleansers, Essential nutrients. 

 Improve and nourish skin for a healthier glow.  

(Ladies’ Home Journal, February 2002) 

 

And I also like an advertisement for a competition toothpaste producer for 

Colgate, Crest, from 1998. 

 

( 37) For whiter interiors. 

(Crest, Ladies’ Home Journal, March 1998) 

 

Metaphors require imagination and should appeal to customers also as them 

being treated as very intelligent. Tanaka points out that some metaphors even 

require an “encyclopaedic knowledge”60. More over, it has an aesthetic value, 

giving a credit also to the creators of the advertisement, and helping the potential 

buyers to choose them out of the crowd of the producers, similar to what we 

talked about in chapter 2.4. Puns.  

 

 

3.3 Visual message 

My research shows that there has been a significant shift from prevalence of 

text to prevalence of pictures in advertising during the last century. Meyers 

suggests that it is because people think that “ ‘pictures do not lie’, that the 

audience will believe what it sees illustrated, especially if it is a photograph.”61  But 

he also continues with: “A stronger and more interesting argument for using 

pictures in ads is that people can’t argue with them.”62 He supports his idea with a 
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study of Roland Barthes called ‘The rhetoric of the image’ which says that 

photographs don’t seem to have a code.  

Even though this chapter is called Visual message, we can rarely see an 

advertisement which contains a picture only. The reason of this co-occurrence of 

image and text is very simple. There is usually a caption, or a slogan, which helps 

us to recover the meaning of the picture, on other words “provides the link 

between the picture and the situation in space and time which cannot be 

established through purely visual means of expression”63. Vestergaard and 

Schrøder call this co-occurrence an anchorage, explaining that “the text also 

selects one of several possible interpretations of he picture, and for this reason it 

is true to say that whereas a picture in itself is always neutral, a picture with a 

caption never is”64.  

 

 (October 1998, Source: Internet)65 

 

If there was no caption we would have to rely completely on the facial 

expression of the model’s face and various people could interpret it in various 
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ways. This advertisement also needs very close examination, because if you look 

closer, you can see that there is a young woman, but the hands touching her legs 

are male hands, not hers! Therefore the image is trying to establish a feeling of 

someone/something else nursing your body.  

 

 

(Chevrolet Impala, 1964, Source: Internet)66 

 

Would you know without the captions under both of the cars that one 

picture stands for the looks and one picture stands for the feeling?  

On the other hand, Forceville thinks that it is not the text, but it is the image, 

which helps the reader to choose the correct meaning of the advertisement. He 

says: “…modern, visually-oriented society has considerably increased our ability 

to ‘read’ pictures….the text of an advertisement is often deliberately ambiguous or 

enigmatic – no doubt to capture a viewer’s attention longer than would otherwise 

have been the case – and requires information supplied by the picture to solve the 

riddle. “ 
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4 THE DEVELOPMENT OF COLGATE ADVERTISING 

During my research I have acquired thirty-one Colgate advertisements from 

years 1921 – 2001. I decided to analyze nine of them chronologically with various 

intervals according to occurrence in the Ladies  Home Journal. I will start with 

some common features which all the advertisements share and then I will focus 

on the features which have significantly changed during the years.  

I found all the advertisements cohesive and coherent, though they used 

various means of cohesion and coherence during the years. The advertisements 

from 1925, 1930 and 1933 all use similar grammatical cohesion – present tense, 

active voice, indicative mood; and lexical cohesion – mainly distribution of the 

name of the product throughout the text. The coherence of the advertisement is 

given by the frame, which is created first by the placement of the advertisement to 

particular magazine as we discussed in chapter 3.1 Verbal Communication, and 

also by actual graphic frame with a layout typical for advertisements consisting 

usually of a headline, picture and text. They all also share the same goal, which is 

to address the potential buyer, to sell the product.  

The headline of the advertisement from 1925 uses anaphoric reference to 

make the two statements divided by dash cohesive. It reads: 

 

( 38) Use Colgate’s – It removes causes of tooth decay. 

 

The text uses lexical repetition of two items. In the first two paragraphs the 

noun teeth is repeated four times, in the second paragraph the noun phrase 

Colgate’s Ribbon Dental Cream is introduced, which is later referred to as 

Colgate’s in every following paragraph. At the end of the text there is a very nice 

parallelism summing up the properties of the product: “It is sensibly made, 

sensibly advertised and sold at a sensible price.” 

 The advertisement from 1930 is also a nice example of parallelism. 

Colgate/Colgate’s is a subject of the first and the last two sentences. The usage of 

imperatives is employed in the text, commanding the customer to “Be guided in 

your choice of a toothpaste by the acceptance of the Council on Dental 
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Therapeutics.” and “Use Colgate’s” (bridging assumption discussing in the chapter 

on coherence is needed here). 

 The advertisement from 1933 uses a negative statement in order to 

persuade the buyer that there is no other option on the market: “No toothpaste at 

any price can clean teeth better than Colgate’s.” The very first sentence of the text 

employs ellipsis divided from the first part of the sentence by a dash and therefore 

highlighted: “We don’t claim Colgate’s will do the work your dentist should do – or 

any part of it.” Here the ellipsis stands both for subject and predicate, and 

reference also helped to shorten the second clause by replacing the work by it. 

Reference is also used throughout the whole text substituting the name of the 

product Colgate’s by it. Junction is also used as a means of cohesion, adversative 

junction using but and additive junction using and. The communication line is 

disrupted several times by embedding another clause into the main 

communication line. Let us have a look at one example: “But we do claim – and 

with highest dental authority back of our claims – that for an honest, thorough job 

of cleaning the teeth – the world knows no finer toothpaste than Colgate’s.” 

Tárniyková in her book Sentence Complexes in Text discusses that the term 

embedding is usually used as an umbrella term for all kinds of integration of 

subordinate clauses into the main clause and she further distinguishes between 

embedded subordinate clauses and enhanced subordinate clauses. She explains: 

“At one end of the scale are subordinate clauses to function as their sentences 

elements. For these we borrowed Halliday’s term embedded subordinate 

clauses…The opposite pole of the integration scale is represented by the already 

mentioned enhanced subordinate clauses…Enhanced clauses are either non-

integrated or only partly integrated (loosely attached to the periphery of their 

respective head (super-ordinate) clauses, and subsume the traditional adverbial 

clauses (of time, place, manner, reason…), also referred to as circumstantials.”67 

 

  

The advertisements from year 1938 and then 1956 are somehow different. 

The advertisement from 1938 is embedded into comics, which was very popular at 
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that time in the United States. You can easily find the actual advertisement in the 

comics due to its different background and using of quotation marks for direct 

speech instead of bubbles as in the rest of the comics.  The usage of dialogue is a 

very strong stylistic device, which helps us to easily trace the proceeding of 

narration.  There are many books written on the language of comics and the 

relationship of the text and the image. I studied a book called The Language of 

Comics: Word and Image and the authors Robin Varnum and Christina T. 

Gibbons discuss that “The similarities between words and images have long been 

noted. Both are human artifacts. Both are used to represent reality to the 

understanding of an observer and mediate his or her experience of the world. 

Both words and images shape our perceptions, causing us to see some things 

and overlook others. Written words, like images, can be classified as graphic 

signs. Both texts and images are decoded visually and, for the most part, 

produced manually. In comics, words take on some of the properties of words. 

From the point of view of semiotics theory, images and words are equivalent 

entities, and comics in a system of signification in which words and pictures are 

perceived in much the same way.”68 

The advertisement from 1956 is a prevision of what we pointed out in chapter 1 

part 3, that there was a significant shift in the language of advertising to more 

aggressive means in order to catch customer’s attention. This advertisement uses 

both syntactical and graphic deviation for the first time. I used this advertisement 

before in example ( 14) as an example of the graphic deviation. It is a very 

interesting blend of the headline (“No Other Leading Toothpaste CLEANS, 

CLEANS, CLEANS your breath while it GUARDS, GUARDS, GUARDS your teeth 

Like Colgate Dental Cream!”) and image to which another text is embedded in the 

form of bubble coming from the woman, that is sort of a comics again. Both the 

headline and the text use exclamation. The frame is also created by parallelism, 

as the beginning and the ending of the advertisement tell us the same thing: 

Cleans Your Breath while it Guards Your Teeth.  

The advertisements from years 1963 to 2001 differ from the previous 

group. First of all there is no repetition of the name of the product throughout the 
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text any more. Instead the advertisements use substitution with it creating 

endophoric anaphoric reference as a means of cohesion. The producers count on 

the acquaintance of the product with the customers, so they no longer have to 

repeat the name of the product; now they have to point out distinguishable 

features. Grammatical cohesion uses junction instead of repetition to link the 

sentences together: additive junction using and, causal junction using because. 

There is also a usage of the category of definiteness, which Tárniyková describes 

as usage of entities, which are “uniquely identifiable to participants in 

communication” or “individuable by the hearer.”69 Definiteness uses articles and 

deictic pronouns. In the advertisement from 1963 we can find expressions such as 

“the toothpaste you’d rather use”, “this newest clinical study”, or “the most widely 

accepted fluoride brand”. The advertisement form 1970 uses definite article 

immediately at the headline of it, saying: “The Tooth Toughener” (which is also 

alliteration - repetition of a particular sound in the first syllables of a series of 

words or phrases, another means of cohesion). The advertisement from 1976 

starts with a question and provides “THE answer”. The question-answer cohesive 

link is a very strong cohesive tie itself. Also, generally, questions appear instead of 

commands, performing strategy called negotiating of information. The picture now 

prevails over the text so the text has to use features to make it shorter without 

losing the point of the message. As a result, ellipsis appears, which we 

understand as an implicit signal of cohesion, “realized by a phonologically null 

anaphoric or cataphoric element…which is recoverable on the basis of commonly 

shared knowledge of the language system in general, and its certain structural 

possibilities in particular.”70 

 The advertisement form 2001 uses allusion, typical for advertising 

language as a means of easier remembering of the product. Tárniyková describes 

allusion in following words: 

“An allusion occurs if one text makes either explicit or implicit reference to another 

text. In this respect, allusion is said to be a means of establishing a relation to a 
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cultural tradition by placing a given text within the cultural framework and adding 

cultural value to the text.”71 

The advertisement goes: “Pain, stain, go away.”, alluding to a very popular 

English nursery rhyme “Rain, rain, go away, come again another day.”, which 

dates probably back to the seventeenth century, so we can trace a very strong 

relation to a cultural tradition as stated above.  

 

Source: Internet72 

 

 

4.1  The usage of adjectives: “from good to terrific!” 

 In chapter 2.5 we discussed that adjectives are the most dominant word 

class in advertising, because they are supposed to express the qualities of the 

product in order to make it a desirable product for the potential buyer. We also 

performed a study on the most common adjectives in our samples. What we didn’t 

discuss is the shift in strength of the used adjectives which can be observed 

throughout the years which corresponds with the increasing aggressiveness of the 

advertising language.  
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If we take the advertisement from 1925 we find out that that it uses one of 

the most common adjectives, i.e. good and clean. There is slight gradation 

connecting the first and second paragraph: the common statement that good teeth 

are necessary to good health develops into the statement that Colgate’s Ribbon 

Dental Cream can provide better teeth and thus better health. We do not find any 

superlative yet.  

The advertisement from 1933 develops fully. The top of it says that Lucy has 

a smart habit, which corresponds with the picture showing her at the horse stable. 

The other voice participating in this conversations points out that Lucy is smarter 

that that in her dental habit, using Colgate’s. And in the end we read that the 

smartest habit of the day is a quarter saved the Colgate way. The adjective smart 

is still in our top ten adjectives, so we can say there is not much of an innovation 

yet. Besides smart in its all degrees, we can again find the adjectives good and 

clean, then one other comparative (finer) and one other superlative (highest). 

Now we can have a look at the advertisement form 1963 and find out that it 

uses twice as many adjectives than the previous one. And what is more, most of 

them are superlatives. We discover that it draws on the latest research and the 

newest clinical study, and that it is a best tasting, best liked and most widely 

accepted toothpaste. We can also find some adjectives not used before and not 

occurring in our study of ten most used adjectives such as wonderful and 

complete. 

The advertisement form 1976 uses a new strategy. To distinguish its product 

among all “the best” ones, the producers decided to use strong adjectives instead 

of superlatives. So Colgate is now a great cavity-fighter and while using it you will 

feel terrific. We can still find some common adjectives though, such as clean and 

fresh, but they are used in slightly different context, because now the 

advertisement appeals on our senses rather than intellect, so it establishes the 

atmosphere of just-now cleaned teeth, tingling all over with minty taste. It also 

uses the adjective fresh in a new way, making it a collective adjective for all the 

feelings that can occur after using Colgate. “Colgate puts the fresh in your mouth.” 

The Oxford English dictionary offers numerous entries on this word. Let us have a 

look at several of them: 

a) New, novel; not previously known, used, met with, introduced, etc. 
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b) Untainted, pure; hence, possessed of active properties; invigorating, 

refreshing. 

c) Of personal appearance: Blooming, looking healthy or youthful. Often 

fresh and fair; 

d) Not exhausted or fatigued; full of vigour and energy; brisk, vigorous, 

active. 

e) Ready, eager. 

f) [Perhaps influenced by German frech saucy, impudent.] Forward, 

impertinent, free in behaviour. orig. U.S. 

g) Draft additions January 2005: slang (orig. U.S., esp. in African-

American usage). New and exciting; fashionable; good, excellent.73 

 

Some of the examples (especially example f ) can also relate to the celebrity 

used for this advertisement, Geraldine Chaplin, the daughter of Charlie Chaplin, 

who followed her father’s steps and became a comic actress.  

 

 

4.2 The Usage of pronouns 

In chapter 2.6 we discussed all the pronouns that can appear in 

advertising. We stated that the most common pronoun is you, then he and she, 

and lastly the usage of proper names, mainly of celebrities. I would like to state 

once again the quotation from the textbook called Effective Advertising Copy, that 

“Usually the pronoun ‘you’ should occur with the greatest frequency.” Therefore it 

was very interesting for me to find out that in the first two examined 

advertisements I didn’t find any pronoun. Both are narrative texts explaining why 

Colgate’s is a good product for us. There is indirect addressing by commands 

which in fact hides you in them. The third advertisement from 1933 uses is 

focused on Lucy, (example ( 26)), so the usage of she attracts our attention. Later 

in the text it uses you once, but it is not connected with the question of dental 

habits, but with the question of saving money: “And it costs a quarter – half of 
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what you may have been paying”. At the beginning of the text we can find the 

pronoun we, standing for the company producing the toothpaste.   

The advertisement from 1938 uses proper names, such as Jimmie, Mr. 

Reed, mother, Aunt Mary. So the only pronoun found in the text is him. 

The advertisement of 1956 is the first one corresponding with the statement 

from the textbook mentioned above. The usage of the pronoun you is employed 

several times. Colgate cleans your breath while it guards your teeth and it gives 

you long-lasting protection.  

In the advertisement from 1963 the pronoun you scattered throughout the 

text (for the first time of such frequency). The creators aimed this text at women-

mothers and they tried to persuade them that by buying Colgate toothpaste they 

do the best for their family: “You and your family won!” or “you can be a “one-

toothpaste family”. 

The advertisement of 1976 goes back to the previous strategy, using 

someone else, here Geraldine Chaplin (but we also saw Billie Jean King in ( 28)), 

however the creators do try to make their customer a part of it, too: “You think it’s 

just a great cavity-fighter. Geraldine knows what a sensation it is for your mouth.” I 

think that this strategy avoiding direct addressing is connected with the nature of 

the product and the reasons for its usage, because the creators of the 

advertisement could not afford to address their potential customers and tell them 

“This product is for you because you have bad breath.” At this point I would like to 

discuss the change of what was considered politically correct in the 20th century 

and its influence on the language of advertising.  

 

 

4.3 The change of language 

In the previous chapter we encountered a problem of the policy of political 

correctness. Stephan Gramley and Kurt-Michael Pätzold in their book A Survey of 

Modern English explain what euphemisms are and why they appear: 

“Euphemisms are the result, not of changes in the real world, but of 

changes in the conscience of a society in areas where it feels guilt or is afraid to 
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talk about a taboo subject. These areas have traditionally been the human body, 

death, sex, violence and money.”74 

First there is a term dentifrice, which was used only in the first free 

advertisements and then disappeared. The Merriam-Webster on-line dictionary 

tells us that the term’s first known use dates back to the 15th century. The 

definition of the term says: 

“Middle English dentifricie, from Latin dentifricium, from denti- + fricare to 

rub.”75 

From this definition we can suggest that this term evokes an unpleasant 

feeling of rubbing one’s teeth. The advertisement from 1925 even explains that 

the Dental cream “ ‘Washes’ – does not scour”. And ten years later we simply do 

not find this term any more; the term toothpaste is used instead, till nowadays.  

Another shift is concerned with the symptoms of the “unhealthiness” of the 

teeth. The advertisement from 1925 states that Colgate’s remove causes of tooth 

decay. The synonym for decay is decomposition, we can imagine for example 

decay of fruit, very unpleasant process. Another symptom is bad breath. The 

whole advertisement from 1938 is based on the treatment of bad breath. Bad 

breath is the first term of these two which disappears. In the advertisement from 

1963 bad breath is substituted with “stopping mouth odor”. Ever since, the 

Colgate toothpaste freshens breath, but you will not find a hint that you have bad 

breath and therefore you need to use it. The tooth decay mentioned before 

changes into cavities, which suggests more of a “hollow” in your tooth than decay.  

 

 

4.4 Eponymy 

This chapter is solely devoted to the name of the product - that is Colgate. 

In 1806, William Colgate started a starch, soap and candle business on Dutch 

Street, New York City.76 Analyzing our samples we can see that the term 
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Colgate’s, suggesting appropriation to the manufacturer, was used till the Second 

World War, even though William Colgate died in 1857. However, after the war this 

term ceased to be used and a simple “Colgate” emerged. The use of proper 

names for concrete nouns is called eponymy.77 Peprník in his book English 

Lexicology discusses that the transformations of surnames into common names 

has two stages and these are: 

a) “A complete transformation so that the user does not know the origin 

or at least does not perceive it as a transfer from a proper name. 

Such a common name is often an internationalism, e.g. nicotine.  

b) Partial transition, that is besides the common name is a combination 

of the surname and a common name, e.g. Remington or Remington 

typewriter. This common name can but need not have a capital 

letter.”78    

Colgate is according to me the second case, we usually say a Colgate 

toothpaste, and this may be also due to the number of products Colgate 

distributes, we can also say a Colgate toothbrush and so on, so there is not a 

concrete product which would exclusively use the name of the company.  
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5 THE DEVELOPMENT OF PALMOLIVE ADVERTISING 

I have acquired twenty-nine samples of Palmolive advertisements from years 

1921 – 1972. I supplied them with two examples of Dove soap from earlier years 

to make my research more complex. I will again analyze nine samples 

chronologically with various intervals according to occurrence in the Ladies  

Home Journal. Our main goal is to find some parallels to the previous chapter, 

that is the development of Colgate advertising.  

There are again some common features for all of the advertisements. The 

first of them is the usage of the word beauty throughout all the samples. In our list 

of most common adjectives, the adjective beautiful won the first place. We stated 

that it was obvious since we were analyzing a women’s magazine. In the nine 

samples of Palmolive soap advertisements I chose to analyze the word beauty 

appears fifteen times. We can also encounter some very creative alternations of 

the word, such as for example the word “beautifier” in the advertisement from 

1931 or the word phrase “beautifying effect” in the advertisement from 1944.  

Again the first two advertisements from 1926 and 1931 use similar 

grammatical and lexical cohesion. Both of them use present tense, indicative 

mood and repetition of certain words throughout the whole text, such as the name 

of the product, also words skin/complexion, and some adjectives and addressing 

which I will talk about later. The advertisement from 1926 also uses commands to 

appeal to the potential buyer. The headlines say “follow nature’s laws”, “Start 

today with this simple care – Note how your skin improves.” or “Avoid this 

mistake.”, with further explanation provided in the text under the headline. The 

usage of commands at the beginning of the paragraphs also creates parallels 

linking the text together. We can find consequent commands saying “Use 

Palmolive” – “Wash your face gently with soothing Palmolive Soap” – “Do not use 

ordinary soaps in the treatment given above.” Other paragraphs not connected 

with this parallels use junction, of reason using thus; and additive using and.  The 

last two paragraphs are also connected via parallels, “The only oils in Palmolive 

Soap…” and “The only secret to Palmolive…” The Headline is connected to the 

text via endophoric anaphoric reference: “Ideals of Beauty – if you wish to gain 

them, follow this rule” (later explained in the text).  
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The advertisement from 1931 is divided into three paragraphs, which are 

connected by establishing of a pattern: three reasons. The third reason is 

introduced via so called there-construction, which is usually used for “shifting, or 

rather postponing the notional subject of the base sentence from the very initial 

position and thus allowing such a subject to carry a particular degree of 

“newness”, compared to the original position.”79 The first paragraph refers to the 

headline by a deictic pronoun that. Also, we can again find a junction. The 

command “Keep that schoolgirl complexion” became the company’s logo.  

The advertisement from 1938 is again made into comics. Again there is the 

usage of dialogue as a very strong stylistic device. What is interesting, Palmolive 

often uses photographs of ladies to prove their claims, as we discussed in chapter 

3.3, quoting Meyers suggesting that it is because people think that “ ‘pictures do 

not lie’, that the audience will believe what it sees illustrated, especially if it is a 

photograph.” And so the creators embedded a photograph even into comics, 

which is usually just a cartoon.  

The advertisement from 1944 is divided into two parts by two separate 

boxes. The text in the first box uses narrative in past tense, describing the 

experience of one of the 1285 women testing Palmolive Plan. Her part is in 

quotation marks, distinguishing it from the actual advertisement which is in 

another box. The second box draws on the experience of this woman, connecting 

the two texts with telling us that “YOU, TOO, may look for these skin 

improvements in only 14 Days!”  

It the advertisement from 1950 we can again see the development from 

text to image discussed in Chapter 3. The advertisement invites us to “Get the Big 

Luxurious Bath Size”, supplying it with appropriately “Big” image of the discussed 

product.  

The advertisement from 1957 uses exclamation telling the addressee 

“You’re prettier than you think you are!...and you can prove it with a Palmolive 

bar!” The next paragraph is connected with the headline by explanation of it, 

starting with “Here’s the proof…” There is a clause parallel at the beginning and at 

the end of the text saying “Palmolive care cleans cleaner, deeper, prettier! 
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 The advertisement from 1966 uses a whole new strategy (this again 

corresponds with our division of the development of advertising). First it uses its 

own invented word, that is “wash-on”. I didn’t find this compound in any dictionary, 

nor in the British national Corpus. What the advertisers wanted to say, is that you 

use deodorant when you wash, you take the soap and you “wash the deodorant 

on”. For the first time, the Palmolive advertisement uses a very 

pharmaceutical/chemical term – hexachlorophene. From the early advertisements 

we can remember how the manufacturers promoted the soap as very “natural”. In 

the advertisement from 1926 you can see a whole paragraph explaining that “The 

only oils in Palmolive Soap are the soothing beauty oils from the olive tree, the 

African palm, and the coconut palm”. Now we encounter the term 

hexachlorophene, explained by OED as: “a diphenylmethane derivative, 

CH2(C6HCl3OH)2, a white crystalline powder used as a disinfectant, esp. for the 

skin.”80 The phrase more hexachlorophene is also repeated in parallel at the end 

of the advertisement for better remembering of this new term.  

Now we move to Dove advertising to complete the diachronic proceeding of 

our research. Dove is a much younger brand than Palmolive is, it was introduced 

to the market in 1955, so basically at the time of the boom of the market. That is 

why the producers had to come with some strategy distinguishing their product 

from the others. The main difference between Palmolive and Dove is that Dove 

claims (generally, but also specifically in this advertisement) that it isn’t a soap.  

They put moisturizing cream into their product so they call it a “cream bar”. In this 

advertisement they also refer to dermatologists to prove their research. They use 

several strategies in their advertising slogan, which reads: 

 

( 39) Dermatologists have put something unusually strong in this cleanser. 

 Their trust.  

 

The usage of the verb put in the present perfect tense is very unusual. The 

creators of this advertisement wanted to emphasise the result of this action. Also 

the collocation “unusually strong” is not very common. All of this leads you to 

expect a very surprising result. Which is trust. No chemical or natural substance. It 
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is trust of the dermatologists in this product. The advertisement goes on to explain 

the ingredients of the product and the last sentence suggest that you trust Dove 

too.  Very interesting is also the usage of the word cleanser. It is a very old word 

according to Oxford English Dictionary going back to somewhere around year 

1000. So why would Dove use such an old word together with their new 

technological methods. Maybe because the word cleanser suggest something 

stronger than cleaner. The OED compares cleanser to purgative, which is 

explained as: 

“1. Med. A purgative medicine; spec. a laxative. 

2. An agent that purifies, esp. morally or spiritually; a thing that takes away 

sin or evil.”81 

So it is a very strong cleaning agent. I suggest that the producers use this old 

word in a new way. 

 The advertisement from 1999 again uses a new, very creative strategy. As 

we discussed at the previous chapter of Colgate advertising, the newer 

advertisements appeal on our senses rather than intellect. But this advertisement 

goes even beyond that and appeals on our primary needs which is eating, the 

need of nourishment. The headline of the advertisement reads: 

( 40)  Treat your skin to the nourishment it craves. 

(You’ll be surprised how deliciously soft you’ll feel.) 

 

There are several unusual collocations. It is not very usual to use the collocation 

“treat your skin”. You usually treat a person, as in 

 

Also the skin does not crave, the person can crave for something, but not their 

skin. Feeling deliciously soft is also interesting collocation.  

Corresponding with what we saw in the previous two advertisements, we 

can again find a neologism, which I did not find in Oxford English Dictionary, nor 

in BNC. And that is the premodifier of the noun phrase “dual-formula skin 

nourishing body wash” (again, not soap). I did find the words ‘dual’ and ‘formula’ 

separately. The Oxford English Dictionary offers these explanations: 

Formula: A prescription or detailed statement of ingredients; a recipe. 
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Dual: Composed or consisting of two parts; two-fold, double. 

 The advertisement offers the explanation of the content of this new “dual-

formula” body wash, but there is no doubt they invented this compound to 

distinguish their new strategy. The primary effect of this body wash is to 

moisturize. But the advertisement states that the new “dual formula” goes beyond 

moisturizing, which is a very strong argument, supported with this completely new 

term. 

 

 

5.1 The usage of adjectives 

Again I would like to perform a study on adjectives as in the previous 

section. There is no such a clear development of the use of adjectives as we saw 

in the strategy of Colgate advertising. The very first advertisement from 1926 uses 

adjectives applying to senses which were seen at the last stage of the Colgate 

development as well as the usage of strong adjectives. Apart form the usage of 

the adjectives common for advertising language such as safe and pretty we can 

also find an adjective soothing which in fact runs through all the samples. In this 

case we can find the noun phrases soothing lather or soothing beauty oils. The 

strong adjective used here is amazing, in “Then note what an amazing difference 

one week makes.” Another strong adjective, exclusive, is used at the end of the 

advertisement, together with a superlative in one sentence, stating that “The only 

secret to Palmolive is its exclusive blend – and that is one of the world’s priceless 

beauty secrets.  

The advertisement from 1931 focuses on the success of the Palmolive 

Company, so it uses such adjectives as significant or important. Then there is a 

cohesive tie made by linking of the two sentences in the second paragraph by the 

sequence “This great Palmolive sale… - It is the greatest tribute we have ever 

known to the Palmolive doctrine…”  

The advertisement from 1938 uses opposites, which are also a very good 

means of lexical cohesion. The friend of the main character explains her that it is 

no wonder her lover keeps breaking dates when she has so dry, lifeless, coarse-

looking complexion due to using a wrong soap. She advises her to use Palmolive, 

made of special blend, (Meyer’s tenth most common adjective), which softens, 
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refines and cleanses (though these are not adjectives, they make the opposition 

for the ones used at the beginning). There is also the shift from middle-age skin 

appearing as a complaint in the headline to young skin at the very end of the 

advertisement. For the first time we can see a usage of alliteration, that is soft, 

smooth, which is used also later. We have seen an example of alliteration in the 

section of Colgate advertising, in the advertisement from 1970, “The Tooth 

Toughener”. Since this is the second occurrence, let us analyze the alliteration 

phenomenon a bit closer. Cook classifies alliteration as a means of language 

prosody. He explains: 

“The fact that writing is in part a representation of speech which, even 

when not actually read aloud, may form a ‘sound image’ in the mind gives rise to 

another paralinguistic phenomenon, which is prevalent in both advertising and 

literary discourse. This is prosody, the patterning of sound most commonly 

associated with verse and poetry, but also present in prose and in spoken 

discourse, especially conversation or polemic (Tannen 1989). It includes such 

phenomena as rhyme, rhythm, assonance, consonance, and alliteration, and can 

be found both in speech, and in writing perceived as speech.”82 

This is obviously a very good strategy for the language of advertising, as 

slogans should be catchy and easy to remember.  

The advertisement of 1944 is created mostly from the list of adjectives, and 

the strategy here is using comparatives. The headline says that women can have 

more beautiful skin, which is later expanded into: 

 

• brighter, cleaner skin 

• finer texture 

• fewer blemishes 

• less dryness 

• less oiliness 

• smoother skin 

• better tone 

• fresher, clearer color. 
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A very small statement in the bottom left corner also tells us that Big Bath size 

Palmolive is Long Lasting, another example of alliteration. 

 The advertisement from 1957 uses the very same strategy of 

comparatives. With the headline saying “You’re prettier than you think you are!” 

we can again find a list of comparative adjectives saying that mild and gentle 

Palmolive care cleans cleaner, deeper, prettier and that you will look fresher and 

lovelier.  

 As we discussed in the chapter 5, the advertisement from 1966 is the first 

one from the following series of innovative advertisements, transgressing from the 

usual standard in order to shock/attract the potential customer. As a result of this, 

we can see no evaluating adjectives. 

 The advertisement on Dove from 1994 uses the very same adjectives that 

we saw in the previous Palmolive advertisements, that is soft and smooth. As we 

can see, these two adjectives became very common for describing the feeling of 

using a skin cleanser, or we might say these feelings are approved of women to 

be the important features expected from such kind of product.  

 Finally, the advertisement from 1999 uses again the adjective soft, as all 

the previous ones, but corresponding with the new strategy of aiming at the 

primary needs, it ads the adjective nourishing, suggesting that it would provide all 

the nutrition your skin needs. In other words this adjective supports the strategy of 

activating your most common desires. 

 

  

5.2 The usage of pronouns 

In the previous part we encountered a very interesting problem, and that 

was a strategy avoiding direct addressing connected with the nature of the 

product and the reasons for its usage. Palmolive, on the other hand, uses a wide 

spectrum of addressing people, from the most common you, through addressing 

other people, as we saw also in Colgate advertising, to even the usage of I, which 

we didn’t see previously.  

The advertisement from 1926 uses the most typical way of addressing 

people, which is you. It states, that if you wish to gain that schoolgirl complexion, 
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you are to follow these rules: Wash your face gently with soothing Palmolive 

Soap,…If your skin is inclined to be dry….and so on. 

The advertisement from 1931 also uses you (in you must wash your face), 

but another strategy prevails and that is addressing third party, as we seen in 

Colgate. There creators used she or famous people. In this advertisement a more 

broad strategy is used, addressing women in common. It says: “women bought 

more Palmolive in 1930 than ever before.”, “The thing women prize in Palmolive is 

the skin effects no ordinary soap can ever bring.”, or “More women know that …”. 

and so on.  

Then there are the advertisements from 1938 and 1944. The advertisement 

form 1938 is again in the form of comics, as was the advertisement of Colgate 

from the same year. The difference I though that the Colgate advertisement was 

delivered by addressing third party, while the advertisement of Palmolive is a lady 

telling us about her experience. At the end of the advertisement she draws a 

conclusion saying: “I’m taking no more chances! From Now on I’m using only 

Palmolive, the soap made with Olive Oil to keep skin soft, smooth, young!” The 

same happens in the advertisement from 1944. There I a woman who took part in 

the 14.Day Palmolive Plan and she is telling us about how Palmolive helped her 

to improve her skin. Guy Cook, in his chapter Pronouns in Ads, states that: “It is 

often the adviser, the expert, the relator of experiences and motives leading to 

purchase of the product.”83  

In the advertisements from 1950 and 1999 the creators use the pronoun 

you again. The advertisement form 1950 states that the new Palmolive “caresses 

your skin, leaves your body glowing…” The advertisement from 1957 states that 

“You’re Prettier than you think you are!” The advertisement from 1966 “gives you 

more hexachlorophene to stop odor than any leading deodorant soap”. The 

advertisement from 1994 says that “you can trust Dove, with its ¼ moisturizing 

cream formula, to leave your skin feeling soft and smooth. Every time you wash.”  

The advertisement from 1999 suggests that “You’ll be surprised how deliciously 

soft you’ll feel.” 
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6 THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAR ADVERTISING 

I am going to analyze ten samples from year 1920 to 1999 and to make my 

research broader I included all the famous typical American car brands such as 

Ford, Cadillac, Chevrolet, the latter two currently owned by GM.  

Some common features are for example the usage of only the manufacturer’s 

name till the sample from 1964. But we shall talk about the names later.  

The language of advertising cars for women is certainly interesting. Cars were 

primarily considered to be a thing for men only. So in our samples you can see 

that the creators try to point out the features of the car that can appeal to women 

particularly. What is more, in the first two samples we can read literal comparison 

of men and women. The advertisement from 1920 tells us that it is natural for 

American women to gain satisfaction from owning a Cadillac, “But that desirability 

was made keener than ever by the laurels it won in army service in France.” and 

“For that we have to thank the ardent and enthusiastic officers and men…” The 

advertisement from 1925 states that “They (women) drive this easily-handled car 

themselves, with as much confidence and satisfaction as men.” The following five 

advertisements point out the features women appreciate, such as irresistible 

appeal (1929), the quality of the upholstery (1946), easy parking (1964), or control 

knobs that are shaped to accommodate longer fingernails (1969). Last three 

samples do not distinguish between men and women owners any more, for 

example Chevy from 1979 is America’s.  

The advertisement from 1920 is cohesive by the means of structural 

parallelism, that is multiple recurrence of a sentence pattern. It uses so called cleft 

constructions at the beginning of several paragraphs. Tárniyková explains that 

“Cleft constructions are the result of the syntactic process controlling the 

information flow in discourse (communication) and enabling the user to select 

which element of the sentence will be highlighted (given prominence).”84 The 

usual construction of the cleft sentence is pronoun it + to be + highlighted item + 

that. So in this case the highlighted items are statements, or opinions, given by 

the producing company, such as it is perfectly natural for American women of the 
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car with a satisfaction, it is good to know that you own that you own the most 

perfect piece of motor mechanism your country produces, and (but) it is better still 

to know that its fame is as great in the old world as in the new.  

 Another signal of cohesion is using questions to explore hearer’s 

knowledge about the given subject (the first two paragraphs) and offering answers 

and therefore creating strong cohesive ties as we discussed earlier.  

 The advertisement form 1925 uses reference as a means of cohesion. In 

the first paragraph two referents are introduced, and these are A Ford car and 

women. In the second paragraph a co-referential chain is established, linking the 

two paragraphs together. The car is referred to as it at the beginning of the 

second paragraph, than as this car and later again as it. Women are referred to as 

them and they. Junction is also used, linking two sentences with parallel subjects 

in the second paragraph together by additive element.  

 The advertisement from 1929 uses a very similar strategy. A referential 

chain is established, starting with the referent The Outstanding Chevrolet in the 

first sentence and scattering the pronoun it throughout the whole paragraph 

creating anaphoric reference as in the previous advertisement. Again we can also 

find an additive junction in the text. The last sentence of the paragraph uses 

command ordering the women to “visit the your Chevrolet dealer today!”, which is 

a strategy very commonly used on women.  

 The advertisement from 1936 uses a very specific language; I would say a 

language of upper class. The headline addresses a Lady. The oxford English 

dictionary offers these possibilities of using this title: 

a) The female head of a household; a woman who has authority over 

servants, attendants, or slaves (now chiefly arch. or hist.) 

b) Used when speaking of or to a woman who is of high rank, esp. a 

member of the nobility. 

c) In sing. Originally used as a polite form of address to a woman, esp. (in 

early use) to one of elevated or higher social standing 

d) Originally: a woman of superior rank or standing in society; a woman 

whose rank or office is indicated by the title ‘Lady’. 
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e) A woman having the characteristics traditionally associated with high 

social standing; a refined or genteel woman.85 

 

These are just several explanations, but they all suggest a higher society 

establishment. The whole advertisement uses a very sophisticated language, 

working with words originated in French, with expressions such as “journey in 

contentment”, “a grand car”, the promise of turning roads into boulevards. The text 

also uses alliteration quite often, making the language more poetic. The 

expressions are Smooth-surging power, swift, swerveless stop, relax in the roomy 

car, or mark of the modern car.  

The advertisement on Chevrolet from 1946 also tries to appeal on 

respectable women calling them “madam”, which is more common than the title 

Lady is. The creators call them “the world’s finest judge of nice things” and the 

advertisement uses a very kind phrase “Please accept the dealer’s invitation to 

drive this Chevrolet, too”. They also kindly suggest that “this is the car, we think, 

that you’ll be most likely to fall in love with.” The cohesive ties here are 

established by reference and by addressing, using you in parallels as a subject of 

several sentences.  

The advertisement from 1964 is one of my favorites. The headline is a 

lovely anecdote about marriage. It reads: 

 

 

( 41)  About the only thing that can come between a Corvair owner and hir 

Corvair is 

 his wife. 

 

 The text of the advertisement promises to meet both husband’s and wife’s 

desire, that is a strong engine and stylish and tasteful interiors. But the image of a 

happy woman driving the car and her defeated husband waiting at the bus stop 

attacks the traditional roles in family, the traditional male dominance. The 

language of the text is a colloquial speech, calling the man a “fellow riding the 
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bench” and later nicknaming him a “bench warmer”. Here the image in this form of 

anecdote again begins to dominate over the text.  

The advertisement from 1969 is not on a car but on the interiors of a car 

and I chose it as a nice example of a text aimed at women. The headline is in the 

form of a question and a corresponding answer, which contains ellipsis, making 

the question and answer strongly cohesive. The whole advertisement is about 

considering a woman’s shorter reach when designing a car. There is a woman 

called Joan Gatewood who is a professional GM stylist and who represents 

women when designing a car. We can find a parallel in this advertisement using 

this woman’s name as a concrete representative of women and the advertisement 

on Colgate from 1976 with Geraldine Chaplin, a strategy discussed in chapter 2.6. 

As I mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, the advertisement points out very 

special features designed for women, such as control knobs that are shaped to 

accommodate longer fingernails, or “instrument panels that practically hand you 

every control and switch, no matter what you’re wearing!” 

The advertisement from 1979 is a very nice pun.  

 

( 42)  A Fresh New Slice of Apple Pie. 

 It’s not Mom’s. It’s Chevrolet’s. And America’s eating it up.  

 

The creators of this advertisement introduce the car as the apple pie, a symbol of 

something typically American. There is an American saying, which goes “as 

American as apple pie”. Apple pie is said to be the symbol of America since the 

first American colonists. The language of the advertisement is very dynamic. The 

sentences are short, at the beginning and at the end there are two sentences 

composed from the sequence of nouns or noun phrases. More playing with words 

can be found in the text, such as “Malibu threads through tight city traffic with 

agility” or once again an allusion to the apple pie headline saying “It’s a mid-size 

car with all the right ingredients.” The cohesion is also created by anaphoric 

reference and by ellipses, making the language very economical and dynamic. 

The image carries meaning too, it helps the reader do associate with this product, 

because it offers a picture of a group of people containing a representative of 

almost every possible social group. There is a retired couple, a young Miss 

Country Fair, a mom, a worker, a business man and so on. And as I mentioned 
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earlier, this is the first advertisement in this research group, which is not aimed 

specifically at women.  

 The advertisement from 1995 lacks a portion of text corresponding with the 

previous ones. However, the advertisers notice the customers that they can send 

them additional information if they wish to. The headline is again a word play “Just 

as original as the original.” Let us have a look at the definitions of from OED. The 

first part of the statement can be defined as: 

a) Having the quality of that which proceeds directly from oneself; such 

as has not been done or produced before; novel or fresh in 

character or style. 

b) A thing of singular or unique character; a novel or unprecedented 

example.86 

But because the second part suggests that this model of the car is derived from 

“the original one”, other definitions seem more suitable: 

a) That is the origin or source of something; from which something 

springs, proceeds, or is derived. 

b) The thing or person from which something springs or is derived; a 

source, cause; an originator, creator.87 

 

 The last advertisement was discussed earlier in chapter 2.1 example ( 2) 

when discussing cohesion. We discussed that yardstick is not so common means 

on measuring as ruler nowadays and that we can deduce the relationship of these 

two sentences, that ruler is more than a yardstick, so Dodge Caravan is better 

than other cars. But there are again two meanings of this word.  

a) one that rules; specifically sovereign. 

b) a worker or a machine that rules paper.88 

In order to understand the advertisement we have to work with the second 

meaning. But the first meaning is the one which we should also infer and connect 

it with the product as a ruler of the market.  

 

                                                 

86
 http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/132564?redirectedFrom=original#eid, visited 15.5.2011 

87
 see above 

88
 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ruler, visited 15.5.2011 
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6.1 The usage of adjectives 

Our third study on adjectives copies the previous development. In the 

advertisement from 1920 we can find a lot of positive adjectives throughout the 

whole text. Some of them have premodifiers to gain strength in other way than 

making them superlatives. There is a phrase “perfectly natural” and superlatively 

good”. In the previous chapter we talked about the established parallels of cleft 

constructions in this text, now we can also extend this statement by saying that 

this parallel is also applied on the usage of adjectives, expanding “It is good” into 

“It is still better” and closing this development with the adjective great. 

The advertisement from 1925 evolves and uses comparative grade of 

adjectives. Thanks to a Ford car women can lead happier, healthier, more active 

lives. The car is also more practical and more desirable than any heavier car.  

The advertisement from 1929 uses stronger adjectives, yet no comparatives 

or superlatives can be found. The Outstanding Chevrolet is also luxurious, 

irresistible, marvelous, magnificent and remarkable. And the driving is safe and 

effortless.  

We talked about the language of the advertisement on Ford from 1936 in the 

previous chapter and we mentioned that is uses a language of upper class with 

words originating from French and alliteration to make the text more poetic. So 

now we can repeat some of the adjectives previously mentioned, such as grand, 

calm and add restful, powerful or comfortable, and again mention the alliteration in 

smooth-surging or swift and swerveless. I should point out, that we haven’t 

encountered any adjective from our list from chapter 2.5 yet, except for 

good/better from the first advertisement from 1920.  

The advertisement from 1946 on the other hand contains one of the 

adjectives form our list, and that is popular, and it even uses it a superlative. Other 

superlative in this advertisement is the world’s finest judge as a title for women. 

We can also trace the whole process of gradation in the text, starting with good 

things – better things and closing with a statement that the car is best “around the 

house”. Other adjectives are fro example important, grand, luxurious, easy (in our 

list), roomy, or comfortable, so the frequency of adjectives is still high in the text. 

The frequency of adjectives starts decreasing in the advertisement from 1964. 

I found only six adjectives, divided into two groups according to who we speak of 
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(husband vs. wife). The husband’s adjectives are: for-men-only (a very nice 

compound), standard and knowledgeable. The wife’s adjectives are styling, 

tasteful and “chic”. Yet the portion of the text is comparable to the previous one.  

In the advertisement from 1969 the frequency of the adjectives is even lower, 

if we take the adjective important, which is used three times in the text, as one 

entry. Other adjectives are particular or skillful, one comparative better at the end 

of the text and one superlative the smallest (drivers) as an allusion to women.  

In the advertisement from 1979 I found eight evaluating adjectives, starting 

with fresh at the headline, which is a part of both Leech’s and my list of most 

common adjectives, then beautiful, which won the first place in my list, form others 

e.g. crisp, which corresponds with the strategy of comparing the Chevrolet to the 

apple pie, strong, or impressive. The advertisement from 1995 uses only one 

adjective and its definitions were discussed in the previous chapter with the 

support of Oxford English Dictionary. 

The advertisement from 1999 nicely closes this study with the usage of four 

contiguous superlatives, and these are most innovative, most imitated, most 

trusted, best-selling (minivan ever). 

 

 

6.2 The usage of pronouns 

The car advertisements again use the whole range of personal pronouns, 

not just the common you. In the first advertisement from 1920 we even find the 

pronoun we, not discussed in the previous chapters on Colgate and Palmolive. In 

chapter 2.6 we discussed that “We is tricky, because it can be used in both 

exclusive and inclusive senses, that is, either not including or including the person 

who is spoken to. In ads, one use produces a sense of solidarity with the 

customer, the other projects the image of the company as personal.”89 In this 

case, we is including the customer, because the advertisement is talking about 

women, mentioning them three times, and specifically saying in the second 

                                                 

89
 Meyers, Words in Ads, 81. 
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paragraph “Which one of us does not prefer the possession of things which are 

known to be superlatively good?” The semifinal chapter uses the pronoun you.  

In the advertisement from 1925 there is a similar strategy of addressing 

women in common, later using reference and addressing them they. But the 

headline uses pronoun your (heritage) and starts with a command. 

The advertisement from 1929 contains the address only in the last sentence, 

together with command as a working strategy on women, which we discussed 

earlier.  

The advertisement from 1936 starts with the address Lady (also discussed 

previously) and continues with using the pronoun you, now as the only pronoun, 

used three times in the text: “everything is just as you would like to have it”, “Many 

times you will find yourself leaning back” and “You drive relaxed”. This you is 

obviously a reference to Lady, so it is not the general type of addressing, but a 

specified one.  

The advertisement from 1946 uses pronoun I in the headline, offering a 

woman sharing her own experience with us, similar to Palmolive advertisement 

from 1944. The text uses the pronoun you, again specified with the address 

madam with the first usage of the pronoun in the text. The pronoun we is also 

mentioned in the text, but it is of different usage then in the previous example, in 

this case, we is  excluding the customer, it is representing the company only. The 

text says that “you must see it for yourself to appreciate these “little things” we 

speak of…we want you to inspect them carefully and at leisure.” 

The advertisement from 1964 is deviating from the common pattern, using he 

(husband) and she (wife), devices of so called shared knowledge. A wife and her 

husband reading this advertisement can easily identify themselves with this 

couple discussed in the advertisement and say “They are like us!” Again, the 

pronoun we is also used in the text, introducing the producers of the car saying: 

“Matter of fact, it’s sometimes occurred to us that if we built a car for women only 

we probably couldn’t make it more to their liking than this one.”  

The advertisement from 1969 combines the strategy of shared knowledge, 

introducing Stylist Joan Gatewood and then using her experience introduced by 

she, and the second part of the advertisement uses you in one sentence, making 

the reader part of the advertisement, too.  
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The advertisement from 1979 addresses America, but it can be considered 

more of a statement than address.  

The advertisement from 1995 again introduces the dialog so common in these 

car advertisements, which is however more of a footnote than the actual text of 

the advertisement. It is written by small font under the picture of the car and 

personally I didn’t notice it for the first time. It reads: “We think you’ll agree, we 

thought of everything. But if you can think of anything else you’d like to know, call 

1-800-4-A-DODGE. And we’ll send you all kinds of information.” 

The last advertisement doesn’t use any address at all.  

 

 

6.3 Eponymy 

In chapter 4.4 we discussed the transformation of the surname into a common 

name. We said that this transformation can be either complete so that the user 

does not know the origin or at least does not perceive it as a transfer from a 

proper name, or partial, that is besides the common name there is a combination 

of the surname and a common name. Colgate was the second case but I am not 

sure about the usage of our car names. We can certainly use for example “He 

bought a Ford/a Chrysler, but searching through the internet I found out that 

people always spell these names with capital letters. At the beginning of chapter 6 

I also mentioned that since 1964 the producers start to use a second name in 

order to distinguish types of car but from the same company. We encountered 

Chevrolet Corvair, Chevy Malibu, or Dodge Caravan. These are however not 

eponyms so we will not discuss it in further detail.     
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7 ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT 

In this chapter we will have a look at the overall development of the language 

of advertising, using the results from the previous three chapters so that we can 

draw some general conclusions. We will follow the development of the features of 

language discussed in chapters 2 and 3.  

First of the discussed features is cohesion and coherence of the text. In 

chapter 4 we stated that all the early advertisements on Colgate use similar 

grammatical cohesion – present tense, active voice, indicative mood; and lexical 

cohesion – mainly distribution of the name of the product throughout the text. This 

is also true for the Palmolive advertising, except that the lexical cohesion uses the 

distribution of certain words throughout the text (e.g. the word beauty), not 

necessarily the name of the product. In the cars advertising this cohesion is 

accomplished mainly by reference, but the grammatical part of cohesion is very 

similar. We also stated that the coherence of the all advertisements is given by the 

frame, which is created first by the placement of the advertisement to particular 

magazine, and by actual graphic frame with a layout typical for advertisements 

consisting usually of a headline, picture and text. And they all share the same 

goal, which is to address the potential buyer, to sell the product.  

Almost all the advertisements use commands. Leech suggests that 

imperatives are used quite often in the public language. We also suggested that 

this strategy is the best for addressing women.  

I haven’t found any specific pattern of development of the deviation or 

parallelism. Ramification appears quite often in order to highlight some items of 

the text of advertising. Parallels appear quite often, too, but with the decreasing 

portion of the text and increasing importance of the image these devices loose 

importance.  

The following feature we discussed is puns. From my research I found out 

that pun/playing with words appear since the sixties. However Colgate and 

Palmolive don’t use such tactics much since their products are not considered a 

subject of joking. Colgate has no puns, neither Palmolive, the only word play 

concerning these products can be found in Dove advertising. Car advertising uses 
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plays with words in the last three samples which are however not aimed at women 

in particular.  

The development of the usage of adjectives is identical in all the three 

products. They all start with positive adjectives and the frequency is quite high. 

During the years the grade into comparatives and then to superlatives or to strong 

adjectives and the frequency is falling and the last samples do not use any 

adjectives any more.  

The development of adjectives also shares a common pattern. As we could 

observe, Colgate doesn’t use direct address at the beginning. Car advertisements 

address women in common, only Palmolive uses the pronoun you in the first 

sample, but it changes the strategy of addressing women in common in the 

second sample. Both cars and Palmolive increase the frequency of you pronoun 

soon, Colgate changes only slowly. The frequency falls again after the fifties and 

last advertisements do not have the need to address the customer directly any 

more, usually the picture addresses the customers instead of the text.  

And then there is the development from text to picture which we discussed in 

chapter 3. The breaking years are again the sixties. After that the text uses a 

smaller portion of the advertisement and the picture is starting to prevail. We 

however discussed in chapter 3.3 that none of the advertisements use a picture 

only. There is always at least a small portion of text, a label, so called anchor. In 

this trend I see the future development of advertisements, according to me, the 

text can disappear totally and the picture will talk to the customers itself. With the 

development of the technology it is possible that the picture will not be 2D any 

more, it may start to include other features. The recent studies show that people 

don’t read newspapers and magazines so frequently as they used to and a lot of 

them go online; this process enables them to expand the possibilities of 

advertising. 
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8 CONCLUSION 

The topic of my thesis was the Development of language means in 

advertising in the US. In introduction we talked about the history of advertising 

and the linguistic techniques used in the language of advertising. We also pointed 

out that one of the biggest changes in advertising was the evolution of a public-

colloquial style, which can be attributed to the enormous size of the audience in 

general. Meyer, the author of this idea, however thought that the character of 

modern advertising, which had emerged by the 1920s, hasn’t hanged much since 

then. The aim of my thesis was therefore to analyze the chosen samples I 

acquired at the Ladies´ Home Journal chronologically and to compare the results 

with the theory to see if I can find some new trend which maybe their previous 

studies couldn’t see. 

I divided my samples into three groups according to the product they 

represent. I carried out a diachronic analysis of the samples and then I put all the 

results together to see some common patterns of the development. As a model of 

the development I decided to use Greg Meyers´ study. His development was 

divided into three stages and the last two were of my interest, that is the period 

from 1920s to 1960s and from 1960s on. He stated that in the twenties the 

advertisers started selling not things but dreams. The common features he 

pointed out were embedded narratives and mock conversations, images 

depending on substitution of one referent for another, using new media (e.g. 

comics). My research exhibits more or less the same features. The embedded 

narratives of my samples are the usually some doctors´ discussions or at least 

discussions of the specialists, or later the experience of some third person (of 

course women).  The feature of using new media is also found in my samples, 

specifically the form of comics. However my research does not support the idea of 

images depending on substitution of one referent for another. There are no 

metaphors, the only devices creating some kind of image are adjectives. Only one 

of my advertisements would correspond with this theory and that is the 

advertisement on Ford car from 1936 creating images of turning mountains into 

mole-hills and rough roads into boulevards while driving the new Ford V8.  
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In the following period Meyers states that advertisers had to appeal to other 

aspects of the consumers qualities than their intellect, and this could be for 

example sense of humor or senses in common. So the features Meyers now 

suggests are puns and play with sounds, parodies and ironies, dominance of the 

image over the text and all other discourses incorporated into advertising. As I 

said earlier, unfortunately the choice of my products prevented me from exploring 

the jokes, parodies and ironies of the language of advertisements, because 

hygienic products do not joke about their customers´ situation. The only funny 

advertisements in my research were the car advertisements, even though the 

Dove advertisements from 1994 and 1999 used a play with the words, too. As I 

said earlier, my favorite advertisement is the one from 1964 on Chevrolet Corvair 

Monza, making fun of the married life, but the main goal of it is of course to show 

that the discussed car is suitable for both women and men. Other possible 

explanation of the lack of wit is the nature of the target group, that is women in 

households, which can be considered not intelligent enough to appreciate 

advertisers´ creativity so they instead aimed the tone of the advertisements at the 

secure and scientifically proven areas of woman thinking, that is the family care 

and emotions. The only way how the advertisers started to address the potential 

women customers of Colgate products was through the family perspective, such 

as “You and your family can win (some kind of health research) by using this 

product”, and later by “You will feel terrific after using this toothpaste”. A lot of 

pictures from the Colgate advertising include children, too.  Palmolive of course 

appeals on women’s wanting to be beautiful and it uses actual photographs of the 

young beautiful ladies, because as we discussed earlier, people think that 

photographs do not lie. So at this point I can agree with Meyer only partially, 

taking in mind that the usage of his stated feature can vary with aiming at certain 

marketing groups.  

I surely agree with Meyers´ pointed feature of the dominance of the image 

over the text and I would say this is the new, fourth stage of the development; this 

period could have its start in the twenty first century. The relationship of the text 

and the image is a very specific one and deserves further discussion. 

Of course the language itself changed a lot during the eighty years of my 

research but I do not consider it only a question of the language of advertising but 

of the language in common. Some of the changes are interesting though, such as 
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the disappearance of the direct addressing of the customer, or of the evaluating 

adjectives. The text of nowadays advertisements usually consists of bare 

sentences, which are either action oriented, using verb as a main device of 

persuading people (Just do it.; Enjoy.; Follow your instincts.) or image oriented, 

using noun phrases only. There is not much left to be “chopped” out of the 

advertising text so the only development possible is in my view complete 

abandoning of the text.  
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